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There is something incalculable about teacher expertise and whether it can be observed, detected, quantified, and as per current educational policies, used as an accountability tool to hold America’s public school teachers accountable for that which they do (or do not do well). In this commentary, authors (all of whom are former public school teachers) argue that rubric-based teacher observational systems, developed to assess the extent to which teachers adapt and follow sets of rubric-based rules, might actually constrain teacher expertise. Moreover, authors frame their comments using the Dreyfus Model (1980, 1986) to illustrate how observational systems and the rational conceptions on which they are based might be stifling educational progress and reform.

Every year, American taxpayers contribute more than a half trillion dollars to the public education system. Rationally, they expect an adequate return on that investment. Over the past several decades, educational policymakers have therefore emphasized (and arguably exploited) this expectation by demanding a series of accountability measures be applied to public school teachers throughout the U.S.

This has been largely accomplished by applying a set of rational measurement mechanisms to break down various, yet highly complex components of teaching (e.g., instructional design, pedagogy) and education outcomes (e.g., student learning, achievement) into smaller, measurable parts, and then combining such parts to make holistic decisions about the teacher effectiveness construct in question. Correspondingly, two rational measures of teacher quality – (1) teacher-level value-added scores based on growth in students’ test scores over time and (2) scores based on professional observations of teachers in practice – are now the two most popular, standardized, and quantifiable tools used, post Race to the Top (2011), to measure and evaluate teachers for their effects and to best protect taxpayers’ investments (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2013; Collins & Amrein-Beardsley, 2014; Polikoff & Porter, 2014).

For the purposes of this paper, we focus on observational rubrics, which are designed to break down teacher qualities and practices into a set of tangible, measurable domains (e.g., preparation, organization, classroom, time management) that can be observed, quantified, and used for evaluative purposes. Rubrics are commonplace across the country despite teaching being a much more complex social practice than rubrics are often able to capture. Rather, teaching effectiveness may not be fully understandable through such rational and reductionistic methods of conceptualization.

Flyvbjerg (2001), for example, argued that the social sciences, generally speaking, have too heavily
relied on the natural science’s rational approach to sensemaking that assumes wholes can be understood as a sum of their parts, as is the case here. Whereas natural scientists can discover truths regardless of context (although this may be debatable), social scientists cannot (or should not) construct truths devoid of context, or use absolute measures to do so. While such an approach may be appropriate for understanding the natural world, Flyvbjerg (2001) argued that such simplistic methods could not be used to understand such complex social phenomena.

Thus, we argue that teaching cannot be simply conceptualized and evaluated within a set of isolated domains in line with current accountability mechanisms. We use Flyvbjerg’s (2001) critique of rationalistic methods to understand social matters, coupled with the Dreyfus Model (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1980, 1986) on the general notion of expertise, to argue that policymakers’ collective pursuits towards the adoption and implementation of rational approaches to reach rational ends have locked educators into a policy-driven conflict that is limiting educators’ capacities to practice and grow as experts.

To illustrate this point, we use rubric-based teacher evaluation methods to demonstrate how relying on this particular tool is potentially inhibiting expertise. We focus on this because “most of the action and nearly all the opportunities for improving teacher evaluations lie in the area of classroom observations rather than in test-score gains” (Whitehurst, Chingos, & Lindquist, 2015). Teachers also tend to favor rubric-based instruments because they are typically more formative-oriented, given professional development opportunities are often grounded in rubric-based standards versus test-based or value-added output (Baker et al., 2010; Gabriel & Lester, 2013; Jiang, Sporte, & Luppescu, 2015).

The Dreyfus Model on “Expertise”

Though many classic models meant to capture expertise exist (Chi & Ceci, 1987; Glaser, 1984), the Dreyfus Model (1980, 1986) helps to illustrate how measuring expertise can actually work counterproductively to restrict expertise. It can also help us think more broadly about how rational conceptions of teaching, and the rational measurement systems meant to capture them, might be restraining educational progress and reform.

The Dreyfus model is a product of brothers Herbert and Stuart Dreyfus’s philosophical deliberations and phenomenological research about the theory of intuition as applied in the professions (e.g., nursing, military, education) (Benner, 2004; Eraut, 1989). It assumes that individuals are intrinsically motivated to grow as professionals towards a level of expertise by which they will ultimately be able to make decisions using intuition without rules or guidance from others. Expertise evolves following a five-stage process: (1) novice, (2) advanced beginner, (3) competent performer, (4) proficient performer, and (5) expert. Novices judge their performance by how well they identify and follow skill-specific facts and rules, while reacting regardless of context. Eventually, novices begin to apply situational responses more appropriately, leading to higher stages of proficiency, reaching advanced beginner and competent performer stages.

Proficient performers are identified by their deep involvement in their actions and their abilities to intuitively organize and understand tasks, although decision-making efforts remain analytical and rational. With time, however, proficient performers can advance to experts, where they exercise the capacity to simultaneously and intuitively recognize and respond to situations, and choose expert strategies and actions in response. In the Dreyfus model, “the expert’s behavior is defined as intuitive, holistic, and synchronic, understood in the way that a given situation releases a picture of a problem, goal, plan, decision, and action in one instant and with no division into phases” (Flyvbjerg, 2001, p. 21).

Human expertise is then the intuitive performance indicative of virtuosity. Experts emphasize the primacy of intuition when considering information processing and calculability, which is beyond the capacity of that which is measured using rationalistic measurement systems. Intuition is an expert’s ability to “think on one’s feet” as a form of know-how used everyday for professional tasks and undertakings. Likewise, whereas rational thinkers use rules consciously, experts use or avoid them unconsciously. Actions and decision-making become fluid, and learning becomes distributed between functional adaptations to the environment and the individual (Flyvbjerg, 2001; Martin & Schwartz, 2005).
“Rationality” Restraining “Expertise”

Inversely, the current observational, rubric-based systems used to measure and quantify teacher effectiveness amounts to not much more than advanced checklists in search of teaching behaviors that likely matter (e.g., preparation, organization, classroom, time management), but do not necessarily incite expertise. No matter how many pages of items or domains included within, because of their measurable and reductionistic nature, and limited use in practice (e.g., two-to-four, 30-50-minute observations per teacher per year to capture all domains and items), such tools cannot give a complete picture of the skills or abilities of any one teacher as an expert, or what it might mean to become one.

Perhaps more problematic, however, is the potential impact this has on teacher behavior. If teachers are measured by, and rewarded or penalized for what is included within measurement tools designed to simplify and objectify teaching practice, teachers will (and do) respond in simplistic and objectified ways. In addition, when teachers are provided training on how to teach lessons that align with such tools, the tools and professional development might work in tandem to constrain teacher practice further (Holloway-Libell, 2014), regressing teachers, for example, to the mean level of “competent performer” (see also Darling-Hammond, 2013). While we might want novice teachers to teach up to the average that is valued on most observational mechanisms in use today, we must simultaneously question the extent to which such tools also force expert teachers downwards towards rational and measurable forms of practice that might limit that which aspiring expert or expert teachers do, or want to do well. This is especially true if and when such measurement tools are to be used for consequential decision-making purposes, as is increasingly the case across the U.S. today (Darling-Hammond, 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Moore Johnson, 2015). By measuring teacher practice in objective and rational ways, expert performance is not promoted. Inversely, experts who extend their skills beyond rule-based behaviors might be penalized, or inhibited, as expertise cannot be captured (or taught) using such instruments. Problems of skill stagnation and deficiency may then be linked to a dominance of rule-based rationality over practical experience, or intuitive know-how (Dreyfus, 1980, 1986; Flyvbjerg, 2001).

Conclusions

The crux of our argument rejects the current identification, categorization, and evaluation of rational rule-based teaching as promoting teacher expertise. While we remain cognizant of the limits of placing teacher expertise neatly into a model (e.g., the Dreyfus Model), we value its dynamic conceptualization of expertise versus the linear, locked, and rational progression otherwise emphasized. Our hope is that teachers can be valued as more than human capital that engage in “best practices,” given they are likely capable of much more.

To this end, we call for a paradigm shift away from the logic model of rule-based acquisition of teacher excellence towards a more human-centered model of honed, intimate, and context-situated practice and talent. This kind of intimate practice is a sine qua non of learning for those who will survive as active thinkers in an ever-changing knowledge economy (Gee, 2007; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1993).
That said, we also understand the place of measurement and calculability, and also the logic behind developing surveillance instruments to both monitor and support teachers’ work, to also illuminate new spaces of inquiry and expand observational capabilities (Tyack & Cuban, 1995). For teacher evaluation to serve a higher purpose, however, such instruments should be neither bound by the hard sciences, nor encapsulated within a rigid understanding of teacher practice, but inspire expertise via an entirely different tool, or tool set.

For example, dialogic assessment tools that use common language and/or symbolic expressions (i.e., discourses) to position and promote teacher expertise (Gee, 1990, 2015) would localize definitions of expertise, and in so doing, redirect the regression of experts towards the mean while fostering the assessment of integrated, high-level expertise. Teachers and evaluators would work together to focus discussion and contextualize expectations that both capture and promote expertise (Bowen-Clively, 2000, 2002; Devereux, 1997; Larrivee, 2008; Pilkington, 2013).

Within the Appendix we include one example of what such a tool or instrument might look like, as adapted from Bowen-Clewley (2000, 2002) and the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS, n.d.), and as representative of a local-based evaluation system that meets these conditions. Embracing interdisciplinarity, such an instrument may help to promote a multimodal approach to teacher assessment that has the potential to reach across disciplines and provide a kaleidoscope of options and ways of thinking about expertise, and how to promote it. A purposeful and democratic interweaving of various evidentiary threads may also leave room for choice, the shifting of scale, and localized modifications needed when pushing beyond summative “proof” in pursuit of the fullest possible understanding (see also Darling-Hammond, 2015; Quartz, 2015).

While this is but one example, future researchers and practitioners should look to explore new possibilities for evaluative practices that also encourage the increased professionalization of teachers. Otherwise, continuing to restrict one’s ability to embrace his/her professional intimacy of knowledge and pedagogy, or constricting the cultivation and presentation of expertise, will continue to rob teachers of the professional autonomy, reflection, and liberty that in many ways may set many teachers’ expertise free.
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Appendix: Dialogic Assessment Tool to Advance Expertise (DATAE)

Evidence as per each standard of expertise must be provided to support a professional conversation where the teacher discusses with a supervisor, case studies or work samples that demonstrate professional expertise. Validation of the evidence by the supervisor must also occur.

Example Judgment Statement - Determined locally

- Evidence presented is in accordance with organizational policies and procedures.
- All activities comply with the ethical codes of relevant professional bodies.
- Professional expertise is demonstrated through case studies and work samples provided.
- Types and numbers of examples required are determined as per organizational policies.
- Documentation, professional conversation, and validation by a supervisor (where requested and as available) confirm claim for credit per standard of expertise.

Example Standards of Expertise - Determined locally

**Expertise as a Professional within the Classroom**

- Demonstrated professional commitment to improve student learning and performance.
• Demonstrated professional commitment to diversity.
• Demonstrated expert content knowledge and expert delivery of content to students.
• Demonstrated leadership in data collection, data comprehension, and data use to monitor student learning and adjust and improve professional practice.
• Demonstrated improvements in student learning and performance.

**Expertise as a Professional within the School**

• Demonstrated leadership in the development and implementation of strategies to establish productive, professional working relationships.
• Demonstrated leadership in the understanding and application of principles and practices for leading local improvement and change.
• Demonstrated leadership in the development and implementation of organizational strategies, policies, and plans.
• Demonstrated leadership in the development and implementation of solutions to problems.
• Demonstrated leadership in the development and implementation of celebrations of organizational accomplishments.

**Expertise as a Professional within the Community**

• Demonstrated professional commitment to provide for safe and supportive environments.
• Demonstrated leadership in the development and application of principles and practices for local improvement and change.
• Demonstrated professional commitment to work collaboratively and creatively with parents, engaging them productively in the work of the school.
• Demonstrated professional commitment to work collaboratively and creatively with community members, engaging them productively in the work of the school.
• Demonstrated leadership in professional, ethical, and responsible ways.

**Application of Assessment:**

Professional conversations should surround: (1) Whether professionals believe that they meet the standards of expertise, (2) Evidence professionals present to demonstrate performance in the applicable standards of expertise, and (3) The use of self-reflection to further inform improved practice.

Adapted from Bowen-Clewley (2000, 2002) and NBPTS (n.d.)

---

**Endnotes:**

i Value-added models (VAMs), in the simplest of terms, are statistical tools meant to measure the predicted versus actual value a teacher purportedly adds to (or detracts from) student achievement from the point at which students enter a teacher’s classroom to the point students leave.

ii We are not arguing that many current observation systems do not capture valuable teaching behaviors – they do, albeit in practice (e.g., for two-to-four 50-minute observations per teacher per year to capture all domains and items that matter). However, the extent to which they do this is suspect. What such
systems do not capture are the tacit, intangible things that expert teachers do, that cannot be captured or measured on an instrument, much less rated on a scale. This is the part that pulls what we most value in our teachers back to the middle, causing a regression to the mean effect of sorts. Whether such instruments also promote valuable teaching behaviors also depends on the professional development meant to support, but that often also distort, teacher expertise (Holloway-Libell, 2015; Sloat, 2015).

iii The Framework for Teaching is a research-based set of components of instruction, aligned to the INTASC standards, and grounded in a constructivist view of learning and teaching. The complex activity of teaching is divided into 22 components (and 76 smaller elements) clustered into four domains of teaching responsibility: Domain 1: Planning and Preparation, Domain 2: Classroom Environment, Domain 3: Instruction, and Domain 4: Professional Responsibilities. For more information see: https://danielsongroup.org/framework/

See also a thorough critique of this model, about (1) appropriate model interpretation, scoring, and use, even when observers are appropriately trained; (2) whether the facets or factors of instructional behavior valued within this model are actually inter-related, despite Danielson’s claim of independence; (3) whether stakeholders actually believe this is an effective tool, given one perceived goal is “to narrow the scope of evaluation;” and (4) whether the generalized performance rating scale, as aligned with a general four-item teacher effectiveness rating scale works to support teacher development, especially when time only permits observations and scoring, versus professional development to grow from the observational scores themselves (Sloat, 2015).

iv See, for example, various dialogic assessment tools, approaches, and options:

- Dialogic Framework for Assessing Collective Creativity: http://www.apsce.net/uploaded/filemanager/e5ecce05-94bc-428a-8640-778ca2c84ad2.pdf
- Dialogue as an Assessment Tool: escalate.ac.uk/downloads/7944.pptx
- Models of Reflections: http://www.millersville.edu/edfoundations/cirql/resources/Defining_reflection.ppt
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